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Typical Hydraulic Data Summary
Drainage Area
Q100
Elevation @ Q100
Backwater
Velocity @ Q100
Gross Waterway Opening Required Below Q100 Elevation 

(Structure)
Waterway Opening Over Road
Minimum Low Structure Elevation
Approximate Skew
Existing Waterway Opening Below Q100 Elevation (Structure)
Existing Waterway Opening Road
Existing Low Structure
Existing Backwater



Determining Drainage Area

 Digital Elevation Modeling (DEM)
 USGS Quadrangle Topographic Maps
 USGS Streamstats
 L-THIA (Purdue)
 Field Investigation
 Drainage Areas of Indiana Streams



Determining Q100
 Selection of Discharge Table  (Figure 202-3A)
 IDNR Discharge Letter
 Coordinated Discharges
 Gage Stations
 Similar Streams
 TR-20
 StreamStats & Purdue Regression Equations
 IDNR Discharge Tool (used for evaluation only)



Determining Q100 Elevation
 Determined at the downstream bridge face location 

of natural conditions

 What is natural conditions?  
 A model removing water surface impacts from the bridge of 

interest

 Why downstream?
 Consistent with past projects
 Former modeling done in WSPRO



WSPRO vs HEC-RAS



Determining Q100 Elevation
 For HEC-RAS, 

interpolate between 
cross-section #2 and 
#3 (natural conditions) 
to the downstream 
bridge face location

 May use cross-section 
#2 (natural conditions) 
if #2 is within 0.1 ft of  
cross-section #3 
(natural conditions)



Determining Gross Waterway 
Opening of Bridge
 Should be determined from 

downstream bridge opening cross-
section

 Should be based on previously 
determined Q100 Elevation

 Should include the area of the piers
 Determined from model output



Determining Gross Waterway 
Opening of Bridge

 HEC-RAS determines Net Waterway 
Opening, so adjustments have to be 
made for it to become Gross Waterway.

 Why not just use Net Waterway?
 WSPRO used Gross Waterway
 Stay consistent with past projects



Determining Gross Waterway 
Opening of Bridge (HEC-RAS)

 Start with Flow Area of 
downstream bridge

 Add the Pier Area from 
the ground to waterway 
surface elevation of the 
bridge

 Add or subtract water 
surface elevation 
difference between Q100 
elevation and bridge, 
multiplied by the water 
surface width at the 
bridge



Determining Gross Waterway 
Opening of Bridge (HEC-RAS)



Determining Road Overflow   
(HEC-RAS)
METHODS
 Subtract out appropriate bridge area from the total 

flow area given in the bridge output or
 Determine Weir Flow Area over the road
 May also figure out graphically

 Exact value is not critical to design
 Stay consistent with chosen method for both existing 

and proposed conditions



Determining Road Overflow 
(HEC-RAS)

 When bridge is 
submerged, BR Open Area 
is the same as the Net 
Bridge Waterway Opening

 Flow Area includes all net 
flow through bridge and 
over the roadway

 Simply subtract the two, 
to get the Road Overflow 
Area



Determining Road Overflow   
(HEC-RAS)
 Choose “Bridge Only” option from Standard Tables
 Add “Weir Flow Area” column from Define Tables 

option
 Use Weir Flow Area data from Profile Output Table



Backwater and Surcharge

 Backwater is the difference between the water surface elevation 
upstream caused by the bridge and the natural water surface 
elevation (no bridge of interest)

 Surcharge is the increase in water surface elevation over 
existing conditions



Determining Backwater

 IDNR is mostly concerned with the 
effects of proposed condition verses 
existing (surcharge)

 INDOT is concerned with the same plus 
the effects compared to natural 
conditions (no bridge of interest)



Backwater and Surcharge

 Use cross-section with highest proposed backwater for 
calculation of both existing and proposed



Determining Backwater
 If existing structure creates backwater > 1.0 ft., the 

proposed structure must have backwater equal to or 
less than 1.0 ft.

 If existing structure creates backwater < 1.0 ft., the 
proposed structure must be equal to or less than 
existing backwater except…

 If existing structure creates backwater < 0.14 ft., the 
proposed structure may have backwater up to 0.14 
ft.

 For new road alignment, the proposed bridge must 
have surcharge no greater than 0.14 ft.



Determining Backwater          
(HEC-RAS)

 Exist BW = 809.61-
808.27= 1.34 ft.

 Prop BW = 809.13-
808.27= 0.86 ft.



Determining Outlet Velocity 
(HEC-RAS)

 Use Velocity Total 
on the downstream 
side.

 Do not use the 
Continuity Equation



Riprap Sizing (Figure 203-2D)
 Riprap size will be based on outlet velocity
 Riprap protection should be shown on plans sent for hydraulic 

review
 Upgrade one riprap size for scour protection on an outside bend

Outlet velocity Riprap size
< 6.5 ft/s Revetment
6.5 ft/s to 10 ft/s Class 1

10 ft/s to 13 ft/s Class 2



Determining Low Structure 
Elevation
 It is desired to have at least 2.0 ft. of 

structure freeboard over Q100 Elevation

 Exceptions are case by case

 Low structure elevation given in data 
will be determined by bridge geometry 
shape



Determining Low Structure 
Elevation

 A flat deck should 
give the low 
structure elevation 
that is constant 
across the bottom

 A deck on a grade 
should give low 
structure elevations 
for both end bents.



Determining Low Structure 
Elevation

 Low structure 
elevation of an arch 
structure should be 
given at the highest 
point of the arch



Determining Skew

 More important to be lined up with the 
stream on the inlet than the outlet

 Compromises may be needed on severe 
bends

 Make sure calculated waterway opening 
is normal to the direction of flow

 Areas change very little on skews less 
than 15 degrees



SCOUR DATA REQUIREMENTS

New Bridges



Typical Scour Data Summary
Q100 Discharge
Elevation @ Q100
Velocity @ Q100
Contraction Scour Depth
Total Scour Depth
Low Scour Elevation

Q500 Discharge
Elevation @ Q500
Velocity @ Q500
Contraction Scour Depth
Total Scour Depth
Low Scour Elevation

Flowline Elevation



Determining Scour Data

 Compute Scour for new bridges using both 
the Q100 & Q500 Discharge

 Q100 & Q100 Elevation previously 
determined during the hydraulics bridge 
design



Determining Q500
 Q500 determined by the following options: (see IDM 202-3.03 

for more information)
 From a FEMA Flood Insurance Study (FIS)
 Derived from a Discharge Curve
 Using a Indiana State Map multiplier 

(Figure 202-3C)
 Do not use the 1.7 multiplier anymore

 Q500 Elevation is determined by running model using Q500 
storm event and using cross-section #2 (natural conditions) 
water surface elevation or interpolate to downstream face of the 
bridge



Determining Q500



Determining Maximum Velocity(HEC-RAS)

 Cross-section 
Tables>Type>Flow 
Distribution in Cross-
sections

 Find maximum velocity 
for both 100 & 500-yr 
storms from the velocity 
distribution output

 Look at upstream and 
downstream bridge face 
locations



Contraction Scour Input Variables 
(HEC-RAS)

 Insert D50 based on soil boring or geotechnical report, 
otherwise use small value (that produces a K1 of 0.69)

 Do not use less than 0.01 for D50 as HEC-RAS will consider it 0 
and there will be no scour in the output



Contraction Scour Input Variables 
(HEC-RAS)

 If bridge is submerged, HEC-RAS may leave these cells blank

 Fill in cells with appropriate bridge dimensions



Contraction Scour Input Variables 
(HEC-RAS)

 Approach section should be the first one upstream of 
the bridge that is fully expanded (no ineffective flow)



Pier Scour Input Variables     
(HEC-RAS)

 Choose Maximum (flow) button for velocity to be used 
in pier scour calculation

 Usually no angle should be needed with new bridges
 Angle may be needed for rehab bridges



Determining Contraction Scour 
& Pier Scour (HEC-RAS)

 Values come straight from scour output



Total Scour (HEC-RAS)

 Total Scour = Contraction + Pier Scour
 Subtract total scour from flowline elevation to 

determine low scour elevation



Flowline Elevation (HEC-RAS)

 Flowline used for scour should be based on the lowest 
elevation through the bridge



Modeling Scour with Road 
Overflow

 With road overflow, maximum scour 
may occur at a lower storm event

 Check scour when water surface is just 
about to overtop to see if scour values 
are higher



SCOUR DATA REQUIREMENTS

Rehabilitation Bridges



Scour Data for Rehab Bridges

 Scour data needed only for 100-year storm unless 
foundation is changed

 Include bottom of foundation elevations



The End


